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A word from the Board

“RURENER is renewed. With the 2016 resolutions we are initiating a new
dynamic on a start-up model, with its challenges and energy!” - Aline.

“RURENER members’ experiences are a real strength that enables to gather
territories around the theme of energy choices in rural territories. The power of
rural territories in this matter is necessary for a successful energy transition.”Philippe.
Tibor Köcse, Hungary
RURENER President

Vassiliki Kazana, Greece
RURENER Secretary

Philippe Cortès, France
RURENER vice-president

Aline Brachet, France
RURENER Treasurer

Christelle Lefèvre, France
RURENER organizer
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RURENER

is a European network of rural territories engaged in

the energy transition. The organization RURENER was founded following a
European project with the same name from 2008 to 2011. Today the
organization is made up of 700 territories that wish to make a difference.
The network has four missions;
-

To be a voice for rural European communities in the energy transition
To facilitate the exchange of good practices between European
communities
To provide tools for communities as they develop and implement their
energy strategies
To encourage communities to engage in the movement towards
positive net energy

The network has developed thanks to enriching experiences of its members
who have benefited from RURENER expertise implementing energy transition
projects in their communities. Over time the name RURENER has worked its
way to Brussels and is known as a voice for rural communities.
The reality of climate change and the urgency to respond to its negative
impacts motivates rural communities to action. Like the hummingbird that tries
to put out a fire in the forest, these local initiatives help amplify this
movement.
Local initiatives are extremely relevant because they take into account the
needs of local citizens and are tailored to surrounding natural resources. While
these local initiatives are socially and economically rich, rural communities
often lack political support. RURENER aims to fill the gap by uniting innovative
rural communities into one European network.
Together, the rich experiences of the network’s members are united together
into one voice at the European level. The network incorporates a bottom-up
approach, leaning on local initiatives that then create the basis for lobbying
at a European level. The integrated and decentralized approach is critical for
a sustained energy transition. In this sense, RURENER provides a supporting
framework for its members at national and international levels.
RURENER network Vision: A local approach to a global issue.

Compared to 2015, a year abundant in projects that concluded in
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the participation at COP 21, 2016 was a year of reflection. What did RURENER
learn in 2015? What does the future look like? Towards the beginning of the
year, the RURENER network spent time mobilizing its members to answer these
questions. In response, the members concluded that the world is moving in
the right direction but rural communities remain marginalized. Members have
identified several challenges for 2016.

Three principal challenges were identified:
v Revive the dynamic in the communities. Although communities have
remained active and deeply engaged in the energy transition on their
own, several RURENER members were concerned for the network and
indicated the need for a new project that would energize member
territories, reconnecting current members and attracting new ones.
v Increase our presence at the European level was identified by
members as a necessity, and so RURENER sought out new European
partners.
v Diversify funding mechanisms for the durability of the network. The
economic challenges revealed after having completed the 2015
annual report showed a financial imbalance amongst members.
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The beginning of a new project

After the thrill of the COP 21 in Paris in December 2015 and
enriched by the experience, RURENER members gathered to discuss the
future.

Communication

amongst

members

was

strengthened,

giving

everyone a chance to express his/her concerns, expectations and hopes for
2016. In order to respond to the first challenge of reviving the network and
attracting new members the RURENER team developed the project « 2017,
Year of Innovation fo Rural Energy ». The goal of this project is to identify rural
communities – members or not – who wish to be involved in one or more of
the four principle project activities. They include…
-

Evaluation and audit of local tools and projects that enhance
rural social, environmental and economic sustainability

-

Supporting cooperative activities between communities in
France and in Europe

-

« Field study » to identify pilot projects that would be replicable
elsewhere

-

European lobbying for which RURENER members are mobilized for
a yearly event in Brussels.

With this project, RURENER seeks to facilitate a dialogue between members
and mobilize the whole network while supporting local activities towards a
change in politics. The energy problem is not just a technical or economic
issue but also a social and political issue. These different dimensions are taken
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into account through the local and cooperative approach offered by
RURENER. Thanks to this project, RURENER wants to mobilize its partners and
European figures around the challenges of rural energy. By doing so, RURENER
also responds to the political challenge identified by its members. The
recognition of rural territories’ importance when it comes to energy choices is
essential to reinforce the network and make rural energy a priority.
This project was built during the first semester of the year and received the
necessary funding thanks to the French region “Nouvelle Aquitaine”
(participating up to 70% of the funding). However, the hiring of the
coordinator for the project was postponed until 2017. A consequence of this
delay, is that the project will start a few months later than originally expected.

Tools and expertise

Every year, RURENER develops new tools to increase environmental awareness and
mobilize citizens about the energy transition. By offering tailored support and expertise,
RURENER gives European communities the means to develop their strategies towards a
carbon neutral society.
RURENER also accompanies communities engaged in other initiatives
contributing to the energy transition such as “Territoire à Energie Positive
(TEPOS) in France and Belgium by insuring local diagnosis and support for
these communities.
RURENER’s support allowed many communities to initiate their own energy
transition at the local level.
In order to mobilize citizens and representatives on your territory and to better
understand innovative/good practices, RURENER network organizes field trips
(“educ tours”) and events so mobilized people can meet and exchange
experiences, learning from one another (European events and conferences).
Finally, in order to encourage cooperative projects and share members
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experiences, RURENER lends a hand in project writing, and financial
prospecting (LEADER project, Europe for citizen, etc.).

Financial assessment

The third challenge identified by RURENER members after 2015 was
the fragile, economic viability of the network. To address the challenges, the
Board members voted for a new system of membership fees, based on the
size of the territory/organization interested in joining. A table summarizing
membership fees and conditions has been created (as illustrated below).
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Although

this challenge was not completely resolved at the end of this

year, membership fees brought in 3, 500€ with the revised membership fees.
The graphs here below show that the biggest percentage of income comes
from

in-kind

contributions

of

members

and

partners;

while

projects

represented a much smaller percentage and services, virtually non-existent.
While the financial outlook has improved from 2015 to 2016, the goal from
2017 onward is to find a financial equilibrium between membership fees,
projects and services.
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Partners
In order to respond to the second challenge concerning European lobbying,
RURENER created a new partnership with the organization Rurality.
Environment. Development. (R.E.D.) and the
European Movement for Rurality (MER). R.E.D is
very active in Brussels, organizing meetings and
conferences that give RURENER leverage at the
European level. For example, R.E.D asked us to
contribute a section on energy innovation in a
white paper on rurality that was then presented
in Brussels.
Among its other partners, RURENER can count upon the TEPOS (Positive
Energy Territories) approach, launched by the CLER organization, network for
the energy transition in France.

What’s next?

The daily task

of addressing Rurener challenges requires confidence

and energy. By developing new tools and services, RURENER network seeks to
continually enrich its members’ experiences. Amongst these tools, the
launching of a Newsletter and the elaboration of a project evaluation tool
are two ambitions of RURENER for 2017. In order to make it happen, RURENER
can rely on a motivated team of international experts and mobilize its
partners whose domains of expertise are complementary and help having a
global vision.
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Conclusion

A good energy
the

network

has powered

through

2016

and

allowed us to create new perspective
on what the network can become in
the future. Carbon neutral societies
and the recognition of rural territories
in energy policies at the European
level will continue to be the two pillars
at the heart of the network. But there
were bittersweet changes in 2016
perhaps most notably, we said goodbye to Christelle who, after 5 years
working as an organizer with Rurener, decided to discover new horizons. But
not to worry, Christelle made sure she left the boat in good hands with the
arrival of the new European coordinator for 2017!
Let’s keep up with the good work so 2017 can really be named “the Year of
Innovation for Rural Energy!”
Because we all live on the same planet, we are all actors of the change wherever we come from, wherever we might live - because we are all going
in the same direction: the future.
You want more of RURENER?

You just found out about RURENER and want to join the
network? Nothing’s easier, send us an email at rurener@gmail.com presenting
yourself or your territory/organization and we will be in touch to make you a
new European architect of the energy transition!
For

more

information,

you

can

also

go

on

our

website

at

http://www.rurener.eu or visit our Facebook RurenerNetwork or Twitter
@rurener.
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www.rurener.eu

rurener@gmail.com

Rurener Network

@rurener
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